[Beneficial effects of preoperative administration of Inchinkoto in patients undergoing major hepatectomy].
Inchinkoto (ICKT) is one of the most commonly used herbal medicines and is a hepatoprotective agent. Among the numerous chemical compounds included in ICKT, geniposide is the most abundant component. After oral intake, geniposide is converted into the active metabolite genipin by intestinal bacteria and absorbed in the portal circulation. The biological properties of ICKT and its major active ingredient genipin have been studied in numerous experiments using cells and animals. ICKT or genipin administration exerts a choleretic effect through upregulation of multidrug resistance-associated protein 2 in hepatocytes. ICKT also exerts antiapoptoic activity by inhibiting the transforming growth factor beta 1- or tumor necrosis factor alpha-dependent signaling pathway. The excessive inflammatory response induced by various forms of hepatic stress is also attenuated by ICKT preadministration. Proinflammatory cytokine-induced upregulation of inducible nitric oxide synthase is strongly attenuated by ICKT in both in vivo and in vitro experiments. Moreover, ICKT enhances antioxidant enzymes in the liver under oxidative stress. These experimental results clearly indicate the effects of ICKT on hepatic stress. To date, however, clinical data on the benefits of ICKT for liver disease are very rare. To extend the clinical applications of ICKT in humans, it is crucial to design and perform a rigorous clinical trial. In this review article, recent evidence relating to the hepatoprotective effects of ICKT in the field of basic and clinical science is summarized and discussed.